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Don't buy
tomorrow's
equipment
until tomorrow.
With Sylvania CATV,
you only buy it
when you need It.
The CATV system you need could be pretty basic.
Because the only thing your subscribers want today may be good clear pictures.
But subscribers become more sophisticated. And
with Sylvania CATV, you can be ready for them.
Our modular system gives you up to 35 forward
channels, bi-directional transmission, total automatic
control. Plug in the services you need—as you need
them. Cash begins to flow. And your business can
grow as revenue grows.
The equipment you buy should not only reflect
state-of-the-art but also state-of-your-subscribers.
How? Easy:
Put off to tomorrow what you need tomorrow. Buy
Sylvania CATV today.
CATV Operations, Electronic Components Group,
GTE Sylvania, 114 South Oregon St., El Paso, Texas
79901.
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opinion/editorial
Judith Baer, Associate Publisher

There is a story elsewhere in this issue about $21 million
having been spent by various federal agencies to fund studies
about cable television. The story says simply, that nobody
seemed to know that the other guy was doing it, and nobody
knows yet for sure, what has been or is being done by 18 different
federal agencies. Fascinating!
I've been roaming around the eastern countryside lately, and
during some conversations with industry people, I've heard the
lament that "cable television has not lived up to its promise." That
got my mind working and Iasked myself just what the "promise"
was that this industry supposedly had made and, who in the
industry had made it? Also, who was the "promise" made to?
That starts the mind racing. The "promise" that was made, as far
as Ican remember, was that cable television could provide a
varied number of services to consumers and could do so better
than similar "other" communications methods. But to the life of
me, Icannot remember who in the industry, (other than perhaps
one past promoter who needn't be named), made such

Our unique cable trap*
looks and feels like
ordinary drop cable...

but that is the only
similarity!
The VITEK SUPER TRAP offers you:
• Fantastic durability (it can be dropped from a
200-foot tower)
• Blends-in with its environment (looks like the drop
cable around its installation)
• Deep-notch depth for the same price (typically
greater than 70 dB)
• A better job of eliminating R-rated audio complaints

commitments.
Do you suppose that it really wasn't the industry at all making
writers and study takers who made the promises?
If asked, "How's business?" — most suppliers will answer,
"Great!" Even if business is not so great, that's the answer that
most will give. Far be it from marketeers to let on that things are
not rosy. Somebody else might have said that they were rosy and
you'd look like you weren't a good salesman.
When asked how many miles of plant do you propose to build,
the cable operator would give an answer that might be realistic,
and then again, it might not be. "What about your thoughts on the
industry's future?" Certainly you'd get a positive answer about
the future, otherwise why would the guy be in it in the first place?
All this apparent enthusiasm would cause the report writer to
go back to this office and develop glowing piles of paper
describing this exciting new technology, one that really is not that
new and up until recently, not that exciting. The reports were
published and marketed through trade press and the Wall Street
Journal and the financial community bought the reports and read
them. Most of us in the industry read them and wept. We work
here and we know the facts of the past. They were glorious and
stunning reports about all the magic things that cable television
could do, and represented, to the outside world, the industry's
"promise." Some people invested, didn't get any return on their
"promise" and got sour and went away. Others got truly involved
and continued to work hard to get this business a "going

For further information regarding our cable trap and for
help in overcoming your Pay TV security problems,
call or write to: Robert G. Geissler

concern" and are to be commended. Meanwhile, the report
writers went on to other projects and made promises for other

VITEK Electronics Inc.

industries.
What we don't need are some more reports written by people

200 Wood Avenue, Middlesex, N.J. 08846

outside the industry. What we need are facts, like actual miles of
plant, actual number of subscribers, actual employment figures

(201) 469-9400

and true and firm figures that tell us where we have been and
where we are, right now.
We'll never know where we're going if we can't tell where

VITEK
•Patent Applied For
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ELECTRONICS,

INC.

we've been. No more promises and studies, please. And by the
way, the industry could have used that $21 million dollars the
government spent on studies and told everybody about what we
can and cannot, will and will not, be able to provide in the public
interest.

First Class
Permit No. 4957
Denver, CO

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States.

The Financial Report
c/o Titsch Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 4305
Denver, CO 80204

fCableFile
Everything You've Ever

Wanted To Know About Cable
But Could Never Find

The most complete and up-to-date cable directory ever published!
From the staffs of CableVision and the Cable Research Bureau.
CableFile is an essential service for the manufacturer, representative, cable operator and MSO executive who needs
information fast . .information that is concise and factual.
It's new and improved.
You'll find:
* St,itistic‘il profiles on every cable system in the country ...with pertinent
information that you can find in ahurry.
• CableFile's CableCall Book
.
alisting of the most-used telephone numbers
in the industry including numbers of cable institutions, personalities. manufac
turers, MS0s. representatives, government officials and more, arranged
alphabetically and cross-referenced for your convenience.
* A catalog listing of all cable products and manufacturers presented in alphabetical order . .agreat service when you have to find acertain product fast!

• A wall-size map for quick reference on the following locations: cable systems,
operating earth stations, all granted STV licenses, all pay-cable systems, satellite
bird tracks, MDS installations and major microwave networks.
* The full text of the Copyright Bill.
* An updated compilation of FCC cable rules.
* A listing of FCC "significantly viewed" TV stations market-by-market.
* FCC performance test logs with convenient tear-out sheets for use by local
cable systems.
* FCC forms and explanations.
• Special information sections on translators, STV, MDS, earth stations and
microwave systems.
* And much, much more, you'll find timely and interesting.

You Just Can't Afford To Be Without the 1977 CableFile.
Fill out the enclosed subscription card for your annual issue of CableFile ...coming in January. You'll be assured
of being totally up-to-date on what's happening in the industry.
The cost per issue of CableFile is $24.95. Subscribe before December 3, 1976 and your cost will be only $20.00.
(Inquire about our special group rates by checking the appropriate box on the subscription card.)
Name
Company
Title
Address
City--State/Zip
D Money enclosed.

Bill me

D Please send me information about your special group rates.

GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
OR YOUR MONEY BACK
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Yes, sign me up for CableVision's newest service: CableVision's Financial Report -The semi-Monthly
newsletter of financial analysis and information—tailored to the needs of those in the cable and paycable industries.
Name

The Financial Report sells for $85

Company

for 23

Title

monthly.

issues — published

Address

D Check Enclosed

City/State/ZIP

D Bill Me

semi-

Guaranteed Satisfaction or Your Money Back

The newest service from the Publishers
and Editors of Cable Vision Magazine:
This semi-monthly financial information/analysis letter is written and edited by CableVision's Financial Editor
Michael Gumb. He holds bachelor's and master's degrees in accounting and finance and he is aCPA. Michael
joins us after a 3-year plus stint with Peat. Marwick. Mitchell and Company where he worked on several major
cable accounts as accountant -in-charge.
CableVision's Financial Report is discussing, in-depth, the major financial issues facing cable television.
as well as pay-cable, pay-TV. MDS and more, today and tomorrow ...from both investor and management
points of view.
Assisting Michael is the most prestigious Financial Editorial Review Board ever assembled in the cable
industry ..

Financial Review Board
David Wicks

Steve Halstedt

Warburg, Paribas & Becker

Daniels & Associates

Doug Jarvis
Metz ± Jarvis

Alan Harmon
Harmon & Company

Herb Ornstein
General Instrument Credit Corp.

Bill Van Huss
Firstmark Financial

Richard Kershner
Kershner & Company

Loren Young
Heller-Oak

Jim Ackerman
Becker Communications

First Class
Permit No. 4957
Denver, CO

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States.

Postage will be paid by

CableFile
c/o Titsch Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 4305
Denver, CO 80204

...Receiver manufacturers have started making
"engineers" of consumers with explanation of
Vertical Interval Reference (VIR) signals in
advertising. GE was first one we noticed. TV
Guide carried extensive article during late
August telling of receiving terminal "futuristic"
home sets. Luckily, cable was mentioned in text.
...The Washington Post displayed its lack of
knowledge about cablevision industry with,
"Cable TV originates no programs but relays
them to areas without television stations."
Sentence appeared in Post report on progress of
Copyright Bill.

I

... Television consultant/producer Bruce D.
Stephens is scheduled to present apaper on Wide
Screen Three Dimensional Video Projection at the
Society of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers annual technical conference to be held
Friday, October 22 at the Americana Hotel in New
York City. At that time, the technique will be
domonstrated to those in attendance.
... Bill Bresnan, president of Teleprompter
CATV, has verified that the company will install a
long-haul run of optical cable within the next few
months, and that the installation will be an
"actual requirement, not a created need."
Location of the installation has not been
determined, contrary to rumors of Boca Ratan,
FL, site. Hardware has not been ordered. Bresnan
says company is gathering information from
current "inside" experiment. This one will be on
poles. subject to outside environment.
... Teleprompter expected to file application
with FCC Common Carrier Bureau for 4.5 meter
TVRO in Kalispell, MT, during week of 10-18.
System has est. 5,000 subs. Will not be redundant.
Location is near center of footprint. Parametric
amplifier will not be used according to Bresnan. If
FCC does not act positively on small aperture
petition on Dec. 7, Teleprompter will reevaluate
situation.
...The Pole Attachment/Forfeiture Bill died in
Congress when Speaker of the House Carl Albert
made it evident that he would block the bill. The
bill contained two parts; (I) setting minimum
standards for pole attachment agreements and (2)
fining cable systems for rule violations.
... National Association of Educational
Broadcasters will hold its 52nd Annual
Convention in Chicago, October 24-27.
... "New Ceramic Inertial Pickup for String
Instruments

with Mass Controlled Frequency

Response Adjustments" is title of paper added to
November 7-8 SBE program in Hempstead, L.I.,
NY, by Alan Hofer of Dyna Magnetics Devices.

cr u scte comments

was waged over RF capability vs. cable space diversity in the early
70's. RF repeater development prevailed, in part due to the unwieldy
nature of coaxial cable bundles. Fiber bundles would not have the
same impediment.

Bob Bilodeau, President

Fiber optic strand attenuation has decreased from 1000 dB/km

In its history, the CATV industry has experienced several key

five or six years ago to 1- 2 dB/km—a dramatic improvement

(single

suggesting reasonable system design, but not without parallel
repeater development!

channel), broadband lowband, and broadband all band circuitry,
low loss/solid sheath cables, set-top converters, and solid state

system design, or even a point-to-point transportation system, the

technical

developments.

They

include

strip

amplifiers

active equipment. One of the most significant is the development of
broadband microwave for LDS.
Two necessary keys to unlock

the

major

markets

are

Merely having low loss fibers is not the total solution to CATV
first likely area of development. Light repeating devices need to be at
least as good as a state-of-the-art RF device.
Bandwidth or analog handling capacities of LED's or lasers poses

Performance and Reliability. The above developments were steps in
the right direction, with LDS playing not only an important role in

the

performance and reliability, but in the ability to develop
comprehensive system plans in an atmosphere of non-contiguous

AD/DA conversions plus the per channel/per fiber conditions limit

qu.stion

of analog

vs.

digital transmission.

While digital

transmission on multiple fibers is technically sound, the cost of
this configuration to point-to-point high priority systems.

franchise development.
One serious disadvantage of LDS, in an otherwise democratic
world, is that of technical exclusivity by the user—read licensee.

Extracting information from a glass fiber at a multi-channel
subscriber terminal and translating it to VHF format has not been

Fiber optics is in the running for the next highlight in the series. It can

demonstrated—and won't be by the next NCTA show in Chicago.
However, the time frame has been shortened from that projected two

overcome the exclusivity situation and add some unique features of

years ago. This is primarily due to the Bell system activity and

its own. Such as:
1. Immunity to electromagnetic interference.

government interest in the subject. The projected cable market, no
matter how intense, cannot support the heavy R & D required to

2. Independence from temperature and frequency equalization.
3. Trunk cables, the size and weight of your present drop line (to
quote one supplier: "Your cable will be shipped to you UPS,
instead of by tractor trailer.").
4. Reduced power requirements.
5. The ability to isolate your system from transients and sheath
currents supplied by the local power utility.
Some interesting questions arise, however. One is the trade-off
between bandwidth per fiber and fibers per cable. The bandwidth
limitations are imposed by the active repeater devices, to the entent

make cost effective a new cable system technology.
The development of fiber optic transmission contains some
hidden implications. Wide-spread acceptance and use by Telco may
bridge the bandwidth gap that cable has maintained over twisted
pair. This technological feature combined with legislation to
augment it could impair cable's future plans for ancilliary services
such as security, home shopping and data retrieval. We will then
have to devise some other way to pick up the garbage, or put out the
cat by cable.

0c) b

that they exist at all, not the fiber. It's analogous to the debate that

ldB or better
54-300 MHz
Highest Accuracy
in its class
NEW High Efficiency
Peak Detector
NEW Rechargeable
Battery Option

Model FS-3SC

± 2dB or better
54-216 MHz
INSTALLERS METER
Highest Accuracy
at lowest cost

de au

Field Strength Meters
deetieeted («ad queetey deeteceitee
• Built-in speaker.
• Gold plated attenuator
switches.
• Dual Shottky Diode peak
detector.
• Exellent temperature
stability.
• Rugged microameter.
Available at major CATV Distributors

sadeico. Inc.

Call or write for free color brochure

299 Park Ave., Weehawken, N. J. 07087

Tel. 201-866-0912
Low battery consumption

Model FS-733B

General representative for Europe:
Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22
Tel. 041-41-75-50 Telex TELFI 78168
IN CANADA: Comm-Plex Electronics Ltd.
IN MEXICO: Polytronic, S.A.. Cuernavaca 152-A,
Mexico 11 D.F. Mex. Tel. 5-53-77-17 & 5-53-87-00.
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I" FUSE

CABLE
See us at the Western Cable Television Show.
Find out about Fused Disc cable
and our complete line of drop wires.

1
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We've added one inch cable to the lowest low-loss cable
•Characteristic impedance-75± 1
2 ohm GUARANTEED.
/
line. Now cable systems can reach farther than ever.
•Lowest loop resistance.
In fact, up to 10% farther than any other one inch cable.
•Precision formed polyethylene discs prevent conductor
These longer reaches are possible because Fused
movement in any direction due to causes such as
Disc cables have significantly lower
vibration, temperature cycling
attenuations at all frequencies,
or bending for loop formation.
Attenuation Values—One Inch Fused Disc Cable
meaning substantial systems savings:
ATTENUATION
•Sealed compartments prevent
FREQUENCY
(dail(o ft )@6ST
SAVE ON AMPLIFIERS—Fewer to
moisture migration in the event
(MHz)
Nominal
Maximum
buy. Fewer to install. Fewer to
of moisture entry due to cable
5
0.07
0.07
power and maintain.
30
0.18
0.19
damage or leakage at connector
55
SAVE ON CONNECTORS — Fewer
0.25
0.26
interface.
83
0.32
0.33
to buy. Fewer to install.
For an information package on
100
0.35
0.36
SAVE ON POWER SUPPLIES—
Fused Disc cables including
175
0.47
0.49
Fewer to buy. Fewer to install
211
0.53
0.55
specifications, installation
and maintain.
250
0.57
0.59
instructions, connector data and
270
0.60
0.62
Here are further Fused
economics information, write:
300
0.63
0.65
Disc advantages:
General Cable Corporation,
•Available in amplifier lengths—
Department 571-129, 500 West
no cable to cable splicing.
Putnam Ave., Greenwich, Connecticut 06830
•SRL guaranteed no worse than 30 dB.
or phone (800-323-2309).
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resolution form the 10B at the conclusion
of the meeting.
Don Andersson of Turner Communications and Bob Weisberg of Telemation
Program Services spoke to the group

news
EAGLE
MINI-PAD

about

Engineering Advisory
Committee Meets

pay

cable

for

small

markets.

Andersson said that "cooperatives on
earth stations are already being talked of

The NCTA EAC held one of its frequent
meetings
in
Chicago
during
midSeptember. The turnout was heavy since
this was the first time that the EAC had
scheduled meetings of its subcommittees
during the morning hours and then held its
own meeting during the afternoon.

among small market operators in some
southeast states." Andersson talked
about satellites, distant signals and pay
programming while Weisberg provided
insight to stand-alone pay, drawing from
his experiences.
Bob Schmidt, president of NCTA, and
Tom Wheeler, executive vice president,
addressed

the

group

on

legislative

activities that were scheduled for the

The
best performing,
shortest,
most economical
Attenuator Pad
on the market.

$1

following week. Mel Gilbert of Snyder,
Texas hosted the meeting in behalf of the
10B and Beverly Murphy, vice president
of operator relations, represented NCTA
and provided the logistics for the day-long
programming.

GAO Reports $21 Million
Spent on Cable
of

During the formal EAC meeting, topics
discussion included NCTA's

comments on CATA's petition for small
aperture earth stations, proposal of
engineer staff oversight of funds for

EACH

• Sturdy one-piece
construction
• Ultra-short length
• Machined brass-nickle
plated
• 3, 6, 10 & 20 dB values
• Dual hex nut for easy
use
• Short stiff male pin

representation
on
the
International
Electrotechnical Commission, the Call for
Papers and 1977 convention plans with
regard to technical programs, signal
leakage and upcoming release of NCTA
standards. About 20 industry engineers
serve on the EAC with subcommittee
participation involving another 50
cablevision personnel.

Commissioner

COM-TRONICS
INC

84 Bridge Street
Phoenix, NY 13135
(315) 695-5406
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finding

of

a study

on

technology." In a release from the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce
Committee, Subcommittee on
Communications, Rep. Lionel Van
Deerlin, (D—CA), said the White Housebased Office of Telecommunications
Policy is formally charged with

Branch. OTP was given this responsi-

James

Quello

bility by a 1970 Executive Order. The

the

GAO report notes that an OTP circular

Independent Operator Board of NCTA at

requires agencies to notify OTP of such
activities. But, said Van Deerlin, "It's clear

received

a resolution

from

its September meeting in Washington,
D.C. Nearly thirty small market
owner/operators came to the city for the
one day meeting that also featured
speakers

EAGLE

major

coordinating telecommunications
activities
throughout
the
Executive

Quello Cited by 10B
FCC

The

federal funding of cable television,
prepared by the Government Accounting
Office, is that at least 18 federal agencies
have funded CATV development, but that
none really knows what the others are
doing to "advance this burgeoning new

on

pay

cable

and

representatives of NCTA. Quello spoke to
the group for nearly two hours on topics
ranging from certification to equal

OTP is not doing the job."
Van Deerlin, chairman of the
Subcommittee, said he has no quarrel
with the goals and purposes of most of the
studies financed by federal loans and
grants. "In general, they were designed to
help cable television develop its vast

employment opportunity.

potential as a purveyor of services to

Quello received the resolution from the
group for his support of the cable

people in their homes, schools and places
of business," he said. "My complaint is

television

his

that they are carried out on asporadic, hit-

understanding and interest in the smaller

or-miss basis."
The GAO report said that 18 of the 34

industry

and

for

cable systems' problems. Mac Clark of
Big Timber Cable TV and member of

agencies contacted have financed some

NCTA's Board of Directors presented the

aspect

of

cable

development.

Total

outlays over the past 10 years of $21
million were traced by the GAO, mostly to

recent election. Simons was elected to
serve through 1978. Because of a very

finance studies ranging from electronic
mail deliveries to delivery of social

demanding workload and extended travel

services. GAO said there appeared to be
no guidelines for allocation of funds, nor is
there coordination among the agencies in
disbursing the funds.
Federal
agencies
granted
$11.3
million and made loans of another $9.7

requirements, Simons feels that he
cannot do justice to the position and has
asked to be replaced by someone
otherwise qualified.
Glenn Chambers is next in line and he
has agreed to serve in this capacity.
Glenn is with ATC-Fox Cities in Appleton,
Wisconsin and an active supporter of the

million to further cable television
research, much of it by universities and
"think-tanks." Van Deerlin said the

Society's goals. He was the recipient of
the 1976 SCTE "Man of the Year" Award

information gap became apparent during
the recent oversight hearings on federal

and contributor to the first issues of C/Ed
with a series of articles on Proof of

cable regulations. He said he was also
concerned by testimony about apparent

Performance, When To Doll and How To
Do It. Chambers is extremely well

policy changes by some of the agencies
involved which would
make cable

qualified and eager to serve.

projects and systems ineligible to receive
funds.
Van
Deerlin
said that the
Subcommittee will try to find out why OTP
has been "so lackadaisical" in directing
the programs and coordinating policy.

Simons is a recognized leader in the
industry and has contributed greatly to the
growth of the technology. Author of the
famous "Red Handbook" during his time
with Jerrold Electronics, Simons has
established many industry standards.
SCTE President Robert Bilodeau stated
that "the Society is fortunate to have two
such dedicated and talented people

Chambers To Serve
As Eastern SCTE VP

within its membership and both willing to

Cablevision industry pioneer Ken
Simons was elected to the position of
Eastern Vice President of the Society of
Cable Television Engineers during its

take part in SCTE affairs." Simons will
remain amember of the Editorial Advisory
Board of C/ED and provide support of a
local nature to the Society .(11

Why do our CATV customers
willingly pay more for our
1500-Series Cable Testers?
• Built-in CRT Display
• Rugged, Battery Operated

MOD-KITS®

• Locate Any Type of Fault in Any
Cable

Improve System Specs.!

• Test Cables with Power On (1503)

Install Broadband's "MOD-KITS"
and improve your amps the following way:

• Small, Light, Self-Contained
• Permanent Chart Recordings

*N.F.: 3-4 dB Improvement @ 220
MHz
*XMOD: 6-10 dB Improvement (12
Ch.)
*Output Capability: 3-5 dB Improvement (12 Ch.)
*Bandwidth: From 216— 240 MHz min.
(SA-1 thru SA-6)

Any technician can use a1500-Series Cable
Tester, to locate and identify a fault in any
cable—anywhere. He simply connects the
cable to the tester and views the results.
(A transmitted signal causes reflections
from cable faults. These are displayed on
the crt, with horizontal displacement and
shape representing distance and type of
fault.) The calibrated distance dial allows
him to view, in detail, any desired segment
of the cable. For a permanent record (for
later study or for signature analysis), a
chart recording is available at the press of
abutton.

Kits Available Now:
SA Series
Ameco "P" Series
"T" Line (TML)
Delta-Benco
SL Series

Kits Coming Soon:
Cascade
C-COR

Coral/Vikoa
Kaiser/Theta Corn

Write or call for complete information

To ask for a free demonstration, call
your local Tektronix field office.

ROADBAND
NGINEERING, INC.
535 E. Indiantown Road
Jupiter, Florida 33458
(305) 747-5000
Toll free: (800) 327-6690

TEKTRONIX®
•

committed to
technical excellence
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(
wrap up
James Herman, formerly with Jerrold Electronics, relocates
to Phoenix, AZ, and joines Motorola effective Nov.1. Jim will stay

Association, represented North America in recent Brussels

active in SCTE and IEEE while with Motorola. The FCC will
probably act on CATA's petition for small aperture earth

Associates Committee requested and received budget of
$10,000 to underwrite future U.S. representation at such
meetings. The fund will be coordinated through D. Ports, NCTA

stations by the end of 1976. Scientific-Atlanta will display a5
meter dish at the Western Cable Television Convention, Dec. 13 in Anaheim, CA. Plans are afoot for other small dishes at the
show. Exhibit area is asellout. Technical programs are planned.
SCTE meetings include NYSCC/Upstate NY meeting with
101 at Oswego on Sept. 21. Western PA held meeting Oct. 23 in
Bedford, PA, with topic of Antennas. Next PA and Mid-Atlantic
Appalachia chapter meetings are November24 and December
22. Hardware Update is subject of first, CATV Testing
Techniques subject of second. October 23 was date of Central
New York SCTE meeting. October 13 hosted group at General
Cable in Union, NJ, lor Central Atlantic chapter. October 2was
meeting in Southern California with FCC Field Office inspector
and truck.
Bob Toner, Toner Cable Equipment, will move to larger
quarters during December. Danny E. Cornett is Acct. Rep,
Cable Communications products for Scientific-Atlanta,
responsible for CATV and earth terminal products in southeast.
Eagle Comtronics moves from Manlius, NY, to Phoenix, NY,
consolidating sales, engineering and production offices.
Magnavox CATV begins turnkey construction in New Haven,
CT, first in the city, for Systems TV, Inc. System will be 300 miles

meeting of international Eiectrotechnical Commission. NCTA

VP of Engineering.
Jack Fordo, formerly with Jerrold, joined C-COR Electronics
as director of sales and marketing. Joe Romasco, ex-Jerrold,
joined Theta-Corn Division of Texscan in Phoenix, AZ. D. Crlst
stays with Theta-Corn in marketing capacity.
The Japanese are entering optical cable with an extensive
program interactive CATV network in Tokyo. Lengthy article
appears in October Communications News on Rediffusion's
Hastings, England, installation.
MDS begins New England service with HBO extending
program service to Boston, Worcester, Springfield, MA, and
Providence, RI.
Belden Corp. estimated 3rd quarter sales at approximately
$47.2 million, matching record level of second quarter and 22
percent ahead of 1975 period. Warner Communications' profits
continue to rise. AEL changes name from straight American
Electronic Laboratories, Inc. to AEL industries, with CATV
operations continuing under the Ultracom subsidiary.
Jerrold will hold news conference at WCTC meeting in Dec.
with explanation of in-plant restructuring and plans for future. JEC
will be out in full force with multiple booths at the meeting. FCC
Commissioner Robert E. Lee will deliver the keynote address at

when completed.
Ken Hancock, director of engineering for Canadian Cable TV

3rd Annual SBE meeting Nov. 7 and 8 in Hempstead, LI, NY.

A New Idea For Radiation Testing
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An ST-1 signal transmitter bolts into your headend, and produces an easily identifiable
signal at any frequency from 86 to 110 MHz. The signal can be either FM modulated at 1KHz or
FM warbled, like acuckoo clock. The cuckoo signal can be easily recognized even in anoisy
environment. A standard FM radio is then used as a receiver. The sensitivity of the system
depends on the quality of the radio you purchase.
The unique part of the ST-1 is the AM modulation. FM receivers have been used effectively
before, but they had trouble locating the exact break or leak because the FM receiver went into
limiting. The ST-1 automatically steps 25 dB in 5dB steps.
When you are away from the trouble spot, you hear only the
higher levels. The closer you get, the more levels you hear,
and the louder the signal gets.

M ID
STATE
COMMUNICATIONS,
INC.
59
N
SECOND
AVE
BEECH GROVE, INDIANA 46107
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Using FM radios lets you equip several vehicles for
leakage patrolling at a relatively low cost. This is a field
proven system that is fantastically effective. The best part is
that the ST-1 costs only $295.00, and delivery is two weeks.
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Beside an understanding of CATV, the system engineer is often required to make
decisions about how to test anew amplifier, or
even what new test equipment to buy.
Unfortunately, if your only source of information is the salesman selling the instrument,
you might get slightly biased answers to your
questions. Rather than let anyone have this
advantage, we asked all the major suppliers of
Spectrum Analyzers and Tracking Generators
to contribute in this one special issue. Ithink
you will find the result very pleasing.
This is our annual test equipment issue, and
we are featuring, almost exclusively, the
Spectrum Analyzer. This instrument is no
longer a stranger to the cable operator. We no
longer differentiate between owning one or not
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nstrumentation is a whole field in itself.

RA,

110,4,
POSITION

/

owning one, instead we compare quality and
performance. Depending upon what needs
testing, analyzers can perform simple tasks
like level measuring (the Texscan VSM-1 for
instance) or provide the most power possible
(the Tektronix 7L13). Most operators want a
compromise (in price, of course) and settle for
middle performance.
This issue covers:

how

to

choose

an

analyzer, how to speak the language and how
to use tracking generators. Also included are a
buyers guide/comparison chart and, finally, 3
special article by John Huff on how to make
some very special measurements with your
analyzer. We hope that when that time comes
for you to make the decision on what is needed
in an analyzer, this issue helps.
Clifford B. Schrock, Editor

Instrumentation
and
Spectrum
Analysis
C/Ed November 76
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The Tracking Generator
In CATV Measurements
The CA TV industry is being faced daily with more demanding
test and measurement requirements. Yesterday's sweep
generators with ±1 dB flatness, and with spurious responses 20
dB down were totally inadequate. Today, sweepers are ±.15 dB
flat and have spurious responses 40 dB down. The sweep
generator and crystal detectors have long been the
measurement mainstay for frequency response measurements.
The requirements for more and more dynamic range in sweep
measurements has promoted the development fo the next
generation test instrument, the tracking sweep-spectrum
analyzer. To appreciate the differences, let's review the familiar.
Older Techniques
Most sweep generators will provide a signal output near +60
dBmV (.5V). Most diode detectors are sensitivity limited to about
±10dBmV (3.2mV), and the range from +20 dBmV (10mV) to +10
dBmV is apt to be extremely doubtful and inaccurate. This

NOTE: The display is still linear.
The "flat top" response is an
indication that the Post-Amp is in
saturation.

Fig 2—Use of a Post-amp to Increase Dynamic Range
characteristic is a function of diode construction parameters.
The cable television industry utilizes the point contact diode
almost exclusively, due to its frequency range, flatness and
simplicity of operation. (Shottky and back diodes require bias
current setups.)

NOTE: Oscilloscope produces a
linear display—a 10 dB decrease in
RF level to the detector would
reduce the display by 2/3.

Point contact diodes typically have sensitivities of about +15
dBmV, and this factor alone limits the effective dynamic range to
45 dB [+60 dBmV sweep output - (+15 dBmV detector
sensitivity)] =45 dB dynamic range. If the device under test has
any insertion loss, (filters, traps, passives), or there is any padding
required in the test setup, dynamic range is further restricted by
the loss or attenuation values. It would appear that more dynamic

Figl —Conventional Sweep Setup
16
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range could be achieved by greater input voltage, but an increase

in voltage of 6dB (+66 dBmV=2V) would place the operator near
the reverse breakdown voltage of his detector. Point contact
diodes will self destruct in the vicinity of 3V input, so high voltage
is not only expensive, but operates the detector near the edge of
disaster.
The dynamic range of the diode detector may be extended,
when sweeping loss devices, by means of a post amplifier. By
driving the detector to its extremes, adynamic range of about 55
Monitor
Sweep Generator

A similar setup for wide range return loss is depicted in Figure
3. Due to losses of about 6 dB in the DC type return loss bridge,
the net return loss measurement can be no greater than 40 dB.
Since DC reflection bridges typically balance no more
accurately than 40-45 dB, the maximum practical measurement
limit is about 35-37 dB. To exceed these limitations, it is
necessary to utilize the RF reflector bridge with apost amplifier to
extend the measurement range to 50-52 dB. These bridges
balance to 60 dB or better. For those of us who learned the terms
VSWR as opposed to return loss, a short conversion chart is
included.
Return Loss dB

RF
OUT

1
3
6
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

VIDEO
IN

Figure 4
NOTE: The fixed pad is used to
equalize the reference leg for the
RF Bridge Insertion Loss, about
15 dB.
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VSWR

Return Loss dB VSWR

17.4:1
5.85:1
3.001
1.92:1
1.78:1
1.67:1
1.58:1
1.50:1
1.43:1
1.38:1
1.33:1

18
19
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

1.29:1
1.25:1
1.22:1
1.12:1
1.061
1.0361
1.02:1
1.011:1
1.006:1
1.0038:1
1.00201

Fig 4—Chart to convert VSWR to Return Loss
Another technique for the expansion of dynamic range is the
use of a signal source and a sensitive detector such as a field
strength meter or spectrum analyzer.
Those techniques depicted in Figures 5 & 6 will provide,
respectively, apoint to point method, or, in the case of Figure 5, a

RF Bridge
To Device
Under Test

Figure 3

Fig 3—RF Bridge with Conventional Sweeper
dB may be achieved. (See Figure 2.) The amplifier must be
carefully selected to have adequate parameters, such as 60 dB

swept response. This approach will expand the useful dynamic
range to the vicinity of 60-70 dB.
In the case of the signal generator field strength meter, it is
necessary to first determine the frequency points to be measured
and the frequency span between points. Some method of
frequency
identification
must
be utilized for accurate

dynamic range, 30 dB+gain, low noise figure, and a3volt output

measurement.

capability without overload or distortion.

generator is not sufficient, an external frequency counter will be

If the dial accuracy of the meter or signal

C/Ed November 76
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analyzer rate is 30 times the sweep generator rate, 30 separate
spikes will appear which represent the filter response curve.

Signal Generator

The Tracking Generator

RF
OUT

The fastest, most accurate measurement of large dynamic
range is the tracking sweep-spectrum analyzer. "Tracking" is a
SLM
Figure 7

BPF

Tracking Generator

TG
Output

60
50
40
dB
30

Typical Data
From Point Plot

20
10

700 MHz
64 MHz
Spectrum Analyzer

60

55
Frequency

50

Figure 5

Fig 5—Point Plot of Response
required. The predetermined frequency points are set up on both
instruments and level data recorded. It is then necessary to plot
the data points on a graph to derive a visual presentation. This
technique can be subject to several errors. For instance, RF
signal radiation from the source and into the receiver, bypassing
the device under test, can limit the dynamic range measurement
range to about 60-70 dB. The net accuracy which may be
expected is the sum of the receiver accuracy plus the accuracy
to which the output level of the signal generator may be set. This
method is obviously a laborious and time consuming one.

Fig 7—Simplified Block Diagram of Texscan 9600 Spectrum
Analyzer! Tracking Generator
method whereby the RF generator and the spectrum analyzer are
tuned to the same frequency at every instant of time. Tracking is
accomplished by utilizing the same swept oscillator for both the
RF sweep generator and the spectrum analyzer. See Fig 7for a
partial block diagram.
Notch Filter

+20

f

+10
o
-10

RF
OUT
o

-20
-30

Slow Sweep
(10 Sec/Sweep)

-40
BPF

Rap .d Scan
Wide Resolution

Figure 6
Fig 6—Spectrum Analyzer Response Display

-50
-60
175 MHz
Marker

175 50 MHz
Center Frequency

Commander Ill I.F. Response

+20

The setup in Fig. 6, utilizing a sweep generator and swept
receiver (spectrum analyzer) will produce results similar to the

+10

discrete frequency method above. This method has the
advantage of speed but also may be inaccurate in relation to

o

frequency. The generator should be adjusted to sweep very

-1 0

slowly (about 10 seconds per active sweep). The spectrum
analyzer rate should be set to about 20-30 times the rate of the

-20

sweep generator. Adjust the instruments so as to display the
desired response on screen. Fig. 6 depicts a band pass filter
response using this method. Assume the following:

-30

1. Spectrum analyzer adjusted for 3 MHz /div dispersion;
widest possible resolution; scan rate 0.3 seconds per scan.

-50

2. Sweep generator adjusted to 30 MHz sweep width at the
same center frequency as the spectrum analyzer. As the swept
RF generator moves across the filter response, the spectrum
analyzer will display one "blip" each time it scans. Since the
18
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-40

-60
Lower Adjacent

Figure 8

Upper Adjacent

Fig 8—Examples of Response Curves on Tracking Generator

With the tracking sweep, the following measurements are

to pass undesired signals. See Fig 10.

easily made:
1) Deep notch filters (traps)
2) Adjacent channel traps in processors
3) Filter bandpass measurements
4) Extended range return loss
5) Precise frequency vs response curves
The RF output of the sweep portion of the tracking generator is
adjustable, with amaximum output of about +50 dBmV. Since the
sensitivity of the spectrum analyzer is -60 dBmV or better, this
combination will produce dynamic range measurements in
excess of 110 dB.
Combining the tracking generator with a frequency counter
can provide the most accurate frequency response curves
available today. Since the swept display accurately represents
the frequency response of the device under test, it is necessary
only to connect the RF output sample to the counter input, adjust
the swept trace to any portion of the response curve and read the

0

o

0

Fig 10—Re-entry Mode on a Filter
The leakage response is more general and may be even more
troublesome. See Fig 11.

Figure 9
Tracking Generator/
Spectrum Analyzer

0

o

Frequency
Counter
BSF

Count Center Frequency
in CW
Fig 9—Accurate Frequency Identification Using an External
Counter

Fig 11 —Leakage thru a Filter
Utilization of the analyzer sensitivity and an RF type reflection
bridge can provide return loss measurements to 50 dB.
RF bridges characteristically exhibit rather high insertion loss,

response on screen and read frequency from the counter. With

which would require post amplification if used with a crystal

this method, high frequency accuracy and amplitude accuracies
in the area of 0.5 dB are easily obtainable. See Fig 9.

detector. The
measurement.

Examples of Special Uses

Summary:

Traps and filters may often exhibit responses at frequencies

tracking

generator

greatly

simplifies

this

As the state of the art in CATV grows, it is necessary for

other than the primary. These responses are of two varieties,
resonances and leakages. For instance, a cavity type filter or
helical resonator will exhibit a response at approximately three

measurement techniques to remain apace. The tracking
generator as a combination instrument utilizing sweep and
spectrum analysis techniques is becoming more and more a

times the design frequency. This phenomena may cause the filter

required test instrument for the up-to-date system operator.D

MICRODYNE ... the first Name in Satellite TV Receiving Equipment

• Keyboard entry frequency synthesized tuners

• Voltage tuned preselection tuners

• Single and double conversion receivers

• Uplink modulators and exciters

MICRODYNE CORPORATION

P.O. Box 1527, Rockville, Maryland 20850
Telephone (301) 762-8500 TWX 710-828-0477
Cable MICRODYNE Rockville, Maryland U.S.A.
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What You Need To Know Before
Today's spectrum analyzers offer a great
variety of features and levels of performance.
These questions and answers will help you
best match you application with the various
features and specifications available.
What Frequency Range Is Adequate?
Of course you will want to cover the
fundamental frequencies of your direct
application, but don't forget harmonics on the
high side, baseband and IF on the lower end of
the spectrum.
How Accurately Can a
Spectrum Analyzer Measure Frequency?
Typical frequency accuracies are:
For
Frequency
Measured
50 kHz
300 kHz
11 MHz
350 MHz

The spectrum analyzer is a swept-tuned receiver. The input is mixed with aswept local
oscillator, the resultant amplified through an IF strip, and displayed as the vertical
deflection on acathode ray tube. The horizontal deflection of the CRT is proportional to
the frequency of the swept LO. For further information see HP Application Note 150.

Accuracy
Is
±100 Hz
±3 kHz
±200 kHz
±1

MHz

1500 MHz

±5 MHz

6 GHz

±15 MHz

14 GHz

-±45 MHz

18 GHz

±
-60 MHz

And this accuracy holds even down to low
signal levels, voltages far below frequency

counter trigger thresholds.
Companion instruments such as the tracking generator/counter can greatly improve
frequency accuracy. For example ±10 kHz accuracy to over 1 GHz is readily achievable.
What Is Absolute Amplitude Calibration?
Simply, it means that each horizontal line on the CRT display represents aspecific power
or voltage level. And as front-panel adjustments are made, such as increasing the input
attenuation to allow for astronger input signal, the display is re-calibrated to match. Even with
major tuning frequency changes the display grid lines represent a specific number of volts,
dBm or dBmV.
How Is Amplitude Measurement Range Specified?
To get the most from a spectrum analyzer, it must be able to read from very weak signal
levels to very strong ones with no ambiguity. At the low signal levels, spectrum analyzer
performance is measured as sensitivity, the dBm level (measured on the screen) of internally
generated noise. Below this noise an input signal cannot be detected. Generally, sensitivity is
on the order of -90 dBm to -150 dBm (or 0.13 mV to 7 nV into 50n).
The high power end of the rage is limited only by how much built-in attenuation the
analyzer has to protect its sensitive input circuitry.
The difference between this maximum power and the analyzer's sensitivity is not the best
measure of an analyzer's amplitude range because, for certain conditions, any swept-tuned
analyzer will generate spurious signals internally that will confuse the CRT display. Dynamic
range is a good measure of performance. Dynamic range, measured in dB, tells you how
much of the CRT range will be free from unwanted signals when your input signal is at the top
of the screen. A typical dynamic range of 70 dB is wide enough to allow the display of AM
sidebands for 0.06% modulation.
20
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Selecting a Spectrum Analyzer
How Do You Measure Two Signals That Are Very Close Together in Frequency?
Hurn sidebands and intermodulation products are two cases where you need to be able to
distinguish between signals very close together. Resolution bandwidth is the spectrum
analyzer spec that is important here. After you decide what minimum spacing you will require,
select an analyzer with aresolution bandwidth of at least equal to that frequency differential.
For example, for a 1000 Hz signal separation, the resolution bandwidth must be 1000 Hz or
lower.
Can a Spectrum Analyzer With a Specified Resolution Bandwidth
Measure All Signals Spaced That Bandwidth Frequency Apart?
Only if the two signals are within 3dB amplitude of each other. Because of the IF response,
the greater the amplitude difference the more the lower signal gets buried in the skirt of its
neighbor's response. (See figure.) This is important because most close-in signals you deal
with are distortion or modulation products and by nature are quite different in amplitude from
their parent signal.
In the analyzer, as in any receiver, high selectivity means rejection of weak adjacent
signals. Since a spectrum analyzer is simply a swept tuned receiver, high rejection is a
desirable attribute. Selectivity in a spectrum analyzer is specified by the term filter shape
factor, a ratio that measures essentially the sharpness of response of the anlyzer passband.
The lower the shape factor, the sharper the filter response and the better the frequency
resolution, especially between signals of different amplitudes.
What Else Limits Resolution?
Two other spectrum analyzer specs can
limit the

resolving

signals,

short-term

power of two unequal
frequency

stability

(residual FM) and noise sidebands.
Instability can produce a wider-thanspecified IF response on the CRT which can
mask close-in signals that would otherwise be
resolved. Noise sidebands on the CRT signal
response can also cover close-in signals at
low levels. In selecting aspectrum analyzer for
high

resolution,

check

both

of

these

specifications carefully.
What Are Some
Spectrum Analyzer Features That
Will Make It Even More Effective?

As the IF "window" is essentially swept across the input, the CRT display will show only
as much detail as the IF allows. By narrowing the IF bandwidth (increasing its filter 0)
more and more detail information about the input spectrum gets transferred to the CRT.

Display Storage enables you to retain any
spectrum

picture for photography or data

analysis and

to

record the slow sweeps

required for very narrow resolution sweeps.
Internal Calibrator provides a front-panel
signal for analyzer calibration in frequency and
voltage.
Zero-Frequency Span allows you to view the
modulation envelope of an RF signal with both
horizontal and vertical scales calibrated as an
oscilloscope.
Video Filter averages the noise response of
the analyzer output for easier noise-level
measurements.n
By Jeffrey Thomas
Reprinted courtesy of Hewlett Packard

You can see from the typical graph above, the relationship between amplitude
differential and minimum frequency resolving power for an analyzer with atypical shape
factor of 15:1. The signals falling in the shaded areas cannot be resolved for the
bandwidths shown.
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System Performance
Using Time and Frequency
Editors Note:
Sometimes you can be so busy off solving the problems of
measurements, independently of the rest of the world, that you pass up
everyone else. This isJohn Huff's story. Back in1970, John devised away
to measure system parameters quite ahead of its time. He devised and
perfected the use of spectrum analysis, keyed to present only the portion

22
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of a signal as desired. He uses a number of unique combinations of
equipment such as a plotter for all measurement presentations and
special headend insertion techniques. While performing the actual
system tests, he records all the data on audio cassettes and constructs
the graphs later using the audio tones on the tape. John's new techniques

make use of both time and frequency displays obtained on the spectrum
analyzer.
John works for Tele -Vue Systems and has been trying to get amajor
equipment manufacturer to commit to building the equipment in amore
convenient form for CA TV. As is the case with most good ideas, no
manufacturer has taken an interest, so we in CA TV are faced with doing
something that we all do well ...improvising. John has given C/ Ed
permission to reprint the bulk of the information on his testing techniques.
In this issue, we are going to whet your appetites with John's own story of
how he developed his test system and give you an idea of the

work. My frustrations, anger and cussing wiped out many sprouting stalhe
of corn before Ilearned to sit there and just help them turn at the end of the
field. Unharnessing, watering, giving them grain and doing other menial
tasks were all that was required of me to insure that they performed their
task. My job was made easy because someone else had done agood job
of training some very adaptable animals.
So, Ididn't re-invent the wheel by using time and frequency together!
However, Ithink Idid see something that alot of people overlooked. The
keyhole was there a long time before me and there have been many

actual plots.
And just to fill you in, John is off testing all the Tele -Vue Systems

keyhole peekers before me. Guess Istood around that particular keyhole
long enough and something happened.
In 1970 Iwrote my first bit about "Whatever Turns You On." It didn't
make the bestseller's list, however, it did get read by some people that
saw some of the same things thatldid. Since no one was around to tell me

yearly, and full of new ideas. When he has achance, you might even hear
him buzzing overhead in aJ-3 Cub. This is the first plane I've seen with a
field strength meter instead of an altimeter and ayagi antenna sticking out
of the rudder. Yep, he's off trying to perfect agood way to do antenna

it wouldn't work, I
experimented with enough different things until I
found a
combination that started to work for me. Using audio amplifier techniques
and knowledge gained long ago through electronically deleting
commercials from amusical program and making volume expanders, the

measurements possible. In alater issue, we will cover, in detail, how the
equipment and special black boxes are arranged and samples of the

surveys.

The Editor

The Development of My
Philosophy on Spectrum
Analysis Techniques
Having been around for some time and curious by nature, it is not
surprising that when television came into being Iimmediately got my

first working simultaneous performance of time and frequency gave their
all and was recorded on graph paper of selected test signals transmitted
by atelevision station, then presented on aspectrum analyzer display of
radio frequency energy distribution.
Ihad to go back and look into some other attractive keyholes before I
got real lucky and used some digital techniques. Lo and behold, using
clocking information transmitted by the television station and time
selective test equipment geared to the station's clock pulses, aspectrum
analyzer presented these very short events and happenings in aplotted

fingers into it. Ialready had some experience in some areas of radio

form now at real time, which is usuaiiy seen only as agraphic presentation
of a mathematical formula of a complex voltage waveform.
To proceed further now will not be necessary as all else presented

communications,

here was the outcome and extension of my philosphy.

and

some

knowledge

in the

use of electronic

equipment and test gear. Even then, the objective was to attempt to make
the picture and sound as good as possible by experimenting with the
tuning and other normal functions of the television set.

Time and Frequency

Not much time had passed before it became obvious that standard
communication test equipment was not enough to keep track of all that
takes place in atelevision set. Probably, the first step taken along these

The CATV business is to provide acommunications medium wnereby
television signals can be transmitted from one point to another with the

lines was in the, use of aswept radio frequency generator and ascope to
display relative responses of atuned circuit to achanging radio frequency
source. Shortly thereafter, the scope was used to display some version of
the demodulated television carrier in a time domain presentation. My
ability to interpret what Isaw on atelevision set, awaveform monitor, or
RF presentation, improved with the passage of time. When Istarted using
spectrum analyzer techniques, many theories learned in school started
to fall into their respective places relative to what happens to modulated
radiolrequency carriers. No longer did Ihave to depend on faith, theories
and accepted facts of knowledge acquired in school. Doors to many
mysteries were opened, however, quite often only to find another door, still
unopened, challenging my ability to understand. The industry was not
going to stand still waiting for me to catch up, many more closed doors
had to be opened, considerable more progress was still to be made in the
field. Thanks to American commercialism, new ideas are visible when
new products are sold. Some test equipment manufacturers tried to stay
in an easier smaller field, so time domain vs. spectrum domain divided
thinking into easier mechanical, but still confusing electronic test
systems.

Packaging

of

time domain test and frequency domain

equipment are different departments still competing within the same
company.
Finally, Iarrived at apoint when Iwas using both techniques, but still
separately. Needless to say, waiting for amanufacturer to open the next
door tor me developed frustrations and anxieties. Icould not sit around
waiting so Iwent through side doors and peeked in at the side shows. At
last 1came to akeyhole in adoor that had not been used before, not in this
field at least.
By taking the two different techniques, time and frequency,
harnessing them together and removing time domain vs. frequency
domain perspective, anew team with considerably more power came out
of the combination. 1learned alesson along time ago behind ateam of
horses on acultivator, that they know more collectively of how they like to

least amount of distortion or degradation. The primary endeavor of CAN
is to communicate television signals that will arrive at the television set in
such condition as to still be usable and saleable. In order to perform this
task satisfactorily, the communications medium must be as transparent
to the television signal as possiblç. The portion of the communication
medium over which we as CAN operators have a degree of control
occurs after the television signal has left the transmitting antenna. We can
control passage of the signal through the airways onto the receiving
antennas, through headend processors, through microwave or coaxial
transportation and distribution systems to termination at the terminals of
the television set.
Sub-standard picture quality; whether as a result of noise, ghosting,
power, or other interferences causing distortion to picture or sound, is
usually the result of the manner in which the television signal is handled.
The degree of control exercised in communicating television signals
determines the quality of the picture seen by the television viewer.
With all test equipment, the main and practically only things that can
be accomplished are monitoring, measuring and assuring the quality and
condition of the transportation system and intermediate processing.
However, we have very little or no control over the original source of the
video signal. Thus, we can only accept responsibility for that area over
which we have control as CAN operators. This is done by observing
those parameters that we can control and having considerable ability in
interpretation of the samples and test signals.
The most commonly used piece of test equipment is agood quality
television receiver. This valuable tool is used for determining picture
quality; however, if the quality is poor enough to be seen on a picture
monitor, the degradation of the signal has, in most cases, proceeded too
far. The second most often used piece of test equipment is the video
waveform monitor, which has the capability of determining various
amounts and forms of picture distortion. Avisual graph presentation on an
oscilloscope is used best in the analysis of test signals being transmitted
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by most modern television stations. These test signals are transmitted

5. How often we would like to scan.

with video picture information during the vertical interval at the proper

6. What vertical scale we would like to display the energy.

place, and when there is sufficient time in respect to pictures that will not
be seen by the general TV viewer.
This

method

degradation

to

works well
the

enough

television

signal

to show various degrees of
and

provides

methods

of

a. Linear/the scale goes one voltage unit by one division vertically.
b. Logio/each vertical division has an increase in energy of 10 dB.
c. Log 2/each vertical division increase in steps of 2 dB.
7. How we display information from a cathode ray tube.

measurement to put avalue on the quality of the television signal in all the

a. Repeated quickly to appear to the eye as one single display.

required areas. There are, however, shortcomings with the use of avideo

b. Stored information in one scan for delayed viewing.

waveform monitor. It hampers the ability to correct deficiencies. The

c. Plotted on paper as equivalent information for recording and

major problem is that the television signal must first be removed from the

indepth analysis.

radio frequency carrier. This function (demodulation) presents the

The method of time domain analysis is awell developed art and avery

problem of how well the removal of the signals from the carrier is
performed. There is usually degradation just in the performance of this
function, and there are several built-in changes that must take place
precisely as required. The demodulation also removes or reduces certain
side bands of the broadcast signal that prevent one from determining the
cause of certain picture degradation.
Since most of degradation are difficult to interpret or identify, another
method is used to assist in determining and correcting problems causing
degradation to picture quality while the television signal is still on the radio
frequency càrrier. This relative newcomer is the use of an analyzer.
A spectrum analyzer has the ability to measure the voltage of radio
frequency carriers, and display the energy level of selected bands of radio
frequency energy over a wide spectrum.

useful tool in the total television industry. Spectrum analysis is a much
newer tool to CATV
..
New techniques presented herein allow the spectrum analyzer
information to be controlled so that a single, short time duration in video
signal can be spectorally analyzed in avariety of bandwidths of resolution,
and over a broadband of frequency dispersion, giving atrue tool to allow
the frequency domain to be presented in the same small detail previously
possible only in time domain.
The spectrum domain takes its place in the wide radio frequency
spectrum, allowing television carriers to be analyzed in detail at RF, with
the same accuracy as signals are measured in the time domain.
The spectrum analyzer reduces the need to demodulate a radio
frequency video carrier to baseband with the usual demodulator,

Example: 100 kHz resolution bandwidth in a spectrum band of 6 kHz (a
single RF carrier)

eliminating the strict operating characteristics that determine quality of
the video signal.

The 100 kHz is the selected bandwidth measured at any one
instant.

resolution is required than is normally obtained on a CRT display.

The 6 MHz is the spectrum scanned over a period of time.

Therefore, the use of aplotter is recommended. Mathematical analysis of

In addition to the new presentation technique, more information and

1. The bandwidth across which we would like to measure RF energy

complex waveforms requires considerable mathematical understanding
as well as an understanding of the principles of electronics. (The

level.
2. The RF frequency from which we start to scan.

prerequisites for understanding aplot is less if there is faith in the method
of the plot.)

We can control other things suring spectrum analysis.

A time domain graph of a video signal is a presentation of voltages

3. How much RF spectrum we would like to scan.
4. How fast we would like to scan.

across a 75 ohm resistor of DC value of that signal for aseries of points
during a selected short period of time.
A spectrum domain graph presentation of the same video signal is a

Write for Catalog C76
• CB Amateur
Isolators
• Filters for World
TV Channels
• FM Bandpass
Filters
• Adjacent Filter for
Superband
• Sound Reducers
• Band Splitters
• High Pass Filters
• Tunable Traps
• Trunk Traps

Filters
for
specific
CATV
applications

microwave Filter
Company, Inc.
6743 kinne street east syracuse. new york 13057
telephone (315) 437-4529

presentation of the distribution in frequency bands of electrical energy
dissipated in a 75 ohm resistor during the same selected short period of
time.
Note: We will cover the detailed measurement techniques in a future
issue.

What Is a CATV System
Signal Audit?
A CATV system signal audit is the measuring and recording of RF
signals on a cable television system to determine the degree of the
television, and other RF signals to the standards outlined by Tele -Vue
Engineering recommendations or FCC regulatory requirements. The
record is in aplot form that can be used for determining many operational
characteristics of the CATV systems.
Information provided:
I. Levels of all carriers.
A. Carriers of audio FM signals, TV audio and FM broadcast.
B. Carrier ratio of visual and aural carrier.
C. Pilot carriers.
D. Spurious signal carriers.
II

Characteristic of the television composite signal sideband energy
distribution.
A. In-channel video frequency response of vertical interval test
signals multiburst.
B. Picture quality by spectrum analysis of a single equalizing pulse
and its energy frequency distribution.
C. In-channel spurious response.
D. Carrier to noise levels.
E. Frequency of television visual and aural carrier as they appear on a
CATV system.
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To provide a record of television station performance and propagation

Why Do an Audit
At This Time?

effect to different systems.
To provide some measure of performance of antenna and processors.
To provide a new and hopefully better method for recording system
performance for the FCC.
To provide a new and better method for recording system performance

To provide a point from which future progress can be determined.

and signal quality for system operations.

To make use of special equipment and atechnique that can perform a

To provide experience with a new technique so that aprocedure can be

reasonable audit.

developed for future use.
To locate shortcomings in technique and provide information for improve-

To record many CATV system parameters for later study.
To start a permanent record of audit.
To have records that can be easily copied (xeroxed).

ment or development of other techniques.
To provide experience in applying both time and frequency domain

To record frequencies of TV channel carriers for the FCC.

techniques together.

To provide an educational tool for operational personnel:I

For Measurements in the Field
Sample of Check List Used
Date
Completed

Date
Start
CHNL
DOM Plot Domain
X

Horizontal Calibration

y Vertical Calibration
Scan Rate

1" = MHz
1" = dB, Unity 1:1

IRE Units Volts per 1"

Seconds per 1"

Samples per sec.

100-300 kHz

Slow, Fast -Slow, Fast

Start Scan

MHz 0-1500, TV CH #'s

CH #

Frame Position

Line #/Field #

Line #/Field #

Max. Input Level

(DBM)

Volts

Gain Setting

Gain -Pad (in dB's)

#15 -.05V #2 5V -0.5V

Tracking Generator

Pad (dB) or Modulation kHz

Preamplifier Gain

Keyed K Tracking Gen. KI

h I.F. Bandwidth, resolution

a

Plot #
DOM
sec. Scale per 1"
X

T Time
1H =63.6

S Spectrum

Clamp used

Y

h

a

V.I.T.S. (MB) Multiburst (LTB) Linear, 2T, 12, 5T, Bar (N) Noise (FF) Flat Field (W) Windows
Video Response (F) Flat (I) IEEE (C) CCIR (L) Low Pass (H) High Pass (P) Preamplifier 6 dB
d

Detector

(R) RMS (P) Peak Memory

(C) Conrac (S) Sony (T) 147

d

Magnetic Recording

Tape Reel # and Address #

Tape Reel #and Address #

m

Functional Diagrams

Circuit #

Circuit #

Cross Reference Data

Plot # of

T

Plot # of

S

Time and Distance Conversion
System

Model #

Mfr

Location

Serial #

Sample of check list used for measurements in the field.
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By Morris Engelson
Tektronix, Inc.

T

he spectrum analyzer has become an increasingly important
tool for CATV measurements. Measurement technique and

interpretation of results is discussed in application notes
available from several companies'. Nevertheless, some people
find it difficult to interpret what the spectrum analyzer shows.
Usually, it is just a matter of understanding the specialized
nomenclature used. This article addresses the problem by
providing illustrated definitions of some of the more important
spectrum analyzer parameters. Read on and 'you, too, will be able
to say "spectrum analysis spoken here."

noise display level alone. In Figure 3, these are 3divisions and 1.5
divisions respectively. Instrument sensitivity is equal to input
signal level as determined by signal generator setting, power
meter and attenuator settings, or other means of establishing the
input signal level.
The input signal level cannot be measured directly on the
spectrum analyzer since the instrument shows signal plus noise
rather than just the signal level alone. The effect due to presence
of noise can, however, be computed. Thus, the S+N level is 2N or
6 dB above the noise alone. Theoretically, for RMS addition the
signal level is about 1.2 dB below the combined display signal
plus noise. Actually the error is smaller because the spectrum

Basic Parameters
A modern spectrum analyzer has many specified parameters.
This includes such characteristics as: frequency range, frequency span, resolution bandwidth and shape factor, incidental
FM, video filter bandwidth, display flatness, reference level,
vertical display law, sensitivity, input impedance. The meaning of
some of these, such as input impedance is obvious. Other
characteristics, such as video filter, are more obscure but also
less important. Let us consider some of the more important yet
confusing characteristics.
A good place to start is the CRT readout which is standard on
most Tektronix instruments. Figure 1 shows a spectral display
taken on aTektronix 7L13 Spectrum Analyzer. The CRT readout
shows the characteristics of six instrument parameters. Going
from left to right across the top we have: A reference level of -30
dBm, a center frequency of 300 MHz, and the resolution
bandwidth is set at 3MHz. The bottom row of CRT readout shows
that the vertical display is set for 10 dB/ div, 30 kHz of video filter
ha been actuated to smooth the noise on the baseline, and the
frequency span is set at 50 MHz/ div. The signal is a 50 MHz
comb showing a response at every graticule line. This is in
agreement with afrequency span of 50 MHz/ div. With the center
of the screen representing 300 MHz, the display goes from 50
MHz to 550 MHz. Let us now consider some of the more difficult to
understand characteristics.

Spectrum Analy

Figure 1—Spectrum analyzer display Including CRT
readout of specified parameters.

Vertical Characteristics
Figure 2 is amulti exposure photo illustrating the meaning of
reference level and vertical display law. The reference level is
+10 dBm as indicated by the CRT readout. This means that a
signal display at the top graticule line is +10 dBm. This is the
largest signal level that can be displayed on screen. The signal
display was generated by starting with a +10 dBm signal and
reducing the level in 10 dB steps. With the vertical display at 10
dB/ div, as shown in the lower left hand corner, each 10 dB of
signal reduction is equivalent to one graticule division. The
smallest signal level displayed is seven divisions below reference
level or +10 -70 = -60 dBm.
Another important vertical function is instrument sensitivity.

Figure 3—Measuring sensitivity by signal plus noise
equals twice noise method.

This is specified in two different ways. Measurement results will
differ by about 6dB depending on which definition is used. Users
should, therefore, be careful to use the appropriate technique
when checking an instrument against a specification or when
comparing different instruments. One specification method is
"signal plus noise equals twice noise." This is illustrated in Figure
3. Here the vertical display is linear with voltage as shown by CRT
readout. The gain is increased to display a reasonable level of
instrument noise. It is helpful to insert video filtering to smooth the
noise fluctuations for ease of measurement. Video filter
bandwidth in Figure 3is 10 Hz. Input signal level is now adjusted
so that the signal plus noise display level is equal to twice the
26
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Figure5-111ustration of shape factor.

analyzer envelope detector is not atrue RMS type. For Figure 3,
the signal generator shows asignal level of -110 dBm. The S+N
level is 3divisions where 8divisions is -100 dBm or 20 log 8/3 3m
8.5 dB below full screen. Adding aone dB approximate correction
factor, we have -100 - 8.5 - 1.0 = 109.5 dBm, in excellent
agreement with the signal generator reading of -110 dBm.
The second way of specifying instrument sensitivity is to state
the equivalent input noise level. This would show anumber about
5dB less than the signal method when the noise level is checked
in the linear vertical mode. Another 1.45 dB error will show up
when checking the noise in alogarithmic vertical mode 2.Thus,
the total difference between the two techniques is about 6 dB.

sis Spoken Here

Figure2-111ustration of 10 dB/div vertical display.

It might be noted that the specified sensitivity for the 7L13 at 3
kHz resolution is -108 dBm when checked by the S + N =2N
method. The same instrument could be specified at -114 dBm
sensitivity when checked by the equivalent input noise method.

Horizontal Characteristics
Frequency span and center frequency have already been
discussed. Let us now consider those parameters which are
related to resolution bandwidth 3.
The resolution capability of a spectrum analyzer is an
indication of the frequency separation between signals that can
be separated or "resolved" by the instrument. Figure 4illustrates
the resolving capability of the Tektronix 7L13. Here, we observe
two signals with afrequency separation of 300 Hz. The resolution
bandwidth of the instrument is set to 30 Hz as indicated in the
upper righthand corner CRT readout. Two conventions on
resolution bandwidth specifications are presently in use. Some
manufacturers, such as Tektronix, specify the 6 dB resolution
filter bandwidth. Others specify the 3dB bandwidth. In any event,
resolution bandwidth indicates how well equal amplitude signals
can be separated. What about signals of unequal amplitude?
Here, we have to consider the shape factor.
Shape factor is the ratio between the bandwidth at the 60 dB
down points and the resolution bandwidth (either 3 dB or 6 dB
down). A lower shape factor means asteeper filter slope. This has
both good and bad connotations. Sharp cutoff filters require more
sections and hence, cost more. Also, alow shape factor means a
lower equivalent bandwidth which requires a longer
measurement sweep time. Conversely, low shape factor means
that one can better resolve asmall signal next to abig one. This is
illustrated in Figure 5, adouble exposure photo showing the effect
of shape factor. The 6dB bandwidth is the same for both filters but
the shapé factors are 3:1 in one case and 12:1 in the other. The
steep filter easily resolves the small signal 50 dB down from the
adjacent response. The 12:1 shape factor hides the smaller
signal completely.
Finally, let us consider the specification of noise sidebands as
an illustration of the interdependence between vertical and
horizontal characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 6. The
signal response is 3 kHz wide at the 6 dB down point, and less
than 12 kHz wide at the 60 dB down point for ashape factor of less

Figure4-111ustration of resolution bandwidth.

than 4:1. At 70 dB down, however, the response seems to be 40
kHz wide. This is a rather strange shape for a resolution filter.
Actually, the filter does not make asudden shape change 65 dB
down. The broad pedestal around the bottom of the response is
sideband noise, also known as phase noise. The shape and size
of the pedestal is a function of spectrum analyzer oscillator
cleanliness and resolution bandwidth setting. The narrower the
bandwidth, the less noise is displayed. Sideband noise is
characterized as an amplitude level compared to full signal
amplitude when measured with aparticular resolution bandwidth
at agiven frequency spacing from the signal response. For Figure
6, we observe that sideband noise is 70 dB down 20 kHz away in a
3 kHz bandwidth.
'See for example: The Tektronix Proof of Performance Program
for CATV. Note A-2698.
2Noise

Measurements Using the Spectrum Analyzer: Random
Noise -Tektronix AX-3260.

3For

Figure 6—Illustration of noise sidebands.

a more detailed discussion of resolution see: Engelson,
Understand Resolution For Better Spectrum Analysis Microwave, December, 1974.0
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Buyers
Spectrum Analyzers
Make/Model

Frequency

Avantek
CR -2000

1-300 MHz

Hewlett Packard
8557A

.01-350 MHz

Hewlett Packard
8554B/8552B

.1 MHz-1.25 GHz

Hewlett Paçkarc
8558

.1 MHz-1.5 GHz

Kay
9040

.5-300 MHz

Nelson Ross
4808

.01 MHz-1.8 GHz

Tektronix
1401-Al

1-500 MHz

Tektronix
7L12

.1 MHz-1.8 GHz

Tektronix
7L13

1 kHz-1.8 GHz

Texscan
VSM-1

Narrowest
Bandwidth

Dynamic
Range

Log
Ranges

Calibrator

20 kHz

55 dB

10 dB/2 dB

30 MHz Comb

1 kHz

70 dB

10 dB/1 dB

250 MHz

65 dB

10 dB/2 dB

30 MHz Comb

70 dB

10 dB/1 dB

280 MHz Comb

1 kHz

72 dB

10 dB/2 dB

30 MHz Comb

100 Hz

70 dB

10 dB/2 dB

100 MHz Comb

60 dB

10 dB

50 MHz Comb

300 Hz

70 dB

10 dB/2 dB

50 MHz Comb

30 Hz

80 dB

10 dB/2 dB

50 MHz Comb

4-300 MHz

150 kHz

40 dB

10 dB/5 dB

None

Texcan
VSM-2

4-1000 MHz

500 Hz

60 dB

10 dB

None

Texscan
VSM-5

4-350 MHz

500 Hz

70 dB

10 dB

1, 10, 50 MHz
Freq. Mkr.

Texscan
9600

1-350 MHz

500 Hz

66 dB

10, 5, 2.5 dB

1, 10, 50 MHz
Freq. Mkr.

100 Hz
1 kHz

10 kHz

Tracking Generators
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Make/Model

Frequency

Output

Response

Avantek
CT-2000

5-300 MHz

+18 dBmV

±10 dB

Hewlett Packard
8444

5-1250 MHz

O dBm

±.5 dB

Tektronix
TR-501

1-1.8 GHz

odBm

±2 dB

O dBm

±2 dB ,

Tektronix
IR -502

1 kHz-1 8 GHz

Texscan
9600

1-350 MHz

+51 dBmV

±.25 dB

Guide
FM Stability

Phase
Lock

Freq. Span

Display

Comments

Price

Long
Persistence

Complete low-level sweep system

$9800 1

20 MHz/-5 kHz/
12 Steps

All
Available

Plug in to 180 Series mainframes

$3650

Yes

100 MHz/-2 kHz/
15 Steps

All
Available

Plug in to 140 Series mainframes
Two units -RF & IF

$7800

No

100 MHz/-5 kHz/
14 Steps

All
Available

Plug in to '180 Series mainframes

$4675

Not
Specified

Yes

30 MHz/-10 kHz/
8 Steps

Bi -Stable
Storage

Plug in, will fit Tektronix 5000 mainframes

$2100

150 Hz

Yes

200 MHz/-1 kHz/
18 Steps

Var.
Persistence

Plug in

$5900

No

50 MHz/-100 kHz/
9 Steps

Long
Persistence

Separate unit, requires oscilloscope
Battery portable with scope, $4500

$3200

200 Hz

Yes

100 MHz/-500 Hz/
17 Steps

All
Available

Plug in to 7000 Series mainframes

$5200

10 Hz

Yes

100 MHz/-200 Hz/
18 Steps

All
Available

Plug in to 7000 Series mainframes

$7750

Not
Specified

No

Variable
30 kHz-300 MHz

Long
Persistence

Battery portable intended only for levels

$1695

500 Hz

Yes

2, 20, 200 kHz
Plus Var.

Long
Persistence

Battery portable

$4576

200 Hz

Yes

3, 15, 200 kHz
Plus Var.

Long
Persistence

Battery portable

$3950

Yes

1 kHz-35 MHz
Variable

Long
Persistence

Built in bridge and tracking generator

$6600'

Not
Specified
1 kHz
100 Hz
1 kHz

20 kHz

2 kHz

No

30 MHz/-600 kHz/
Plus Variable

No

'Total price entire system
response includes analyzer

2System

Impedance

Comments

Price

75 ohm

Part of low level sweep system

$9800 1

50 ohm

Works with 8554 and 8558

$3500

50 ohm

11 dB attenuator, works with 7L12 and 7L13

$3650

50 ohm

Dot marker, 60 dB attenuator, works with 7L13

$4650

75 ohm

Built into analyzer

$6600'

Every attempt has been made to insure the
accuracy of the information presented, however,
we recommend checking with the manufacturer
for absolute specification and prices.
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Southern Meeting
Scores a Hit

SCTA. Business sessions included apanel on
pay-cable with Russell Karp, Teleprompter;
John Malone. TCI; and Robert Rosecrans, UA Columbia.

Van Deerlin Addressed Banquet
Congressman Lionel Van Deerlin,
chairman of the Communications
Subcommitte of the House of Representatives,
spoke at the Monday banquet. Van Deerlin had
arrived in Atlanta on Sunday and attended
sessions throughout the following day. He
mentioned that he'd like to have stayed for the
conclusion of the meeting since he was
enjoying himself, but that he had to return to
Washington

Ted Turner hosted post-convention crowd
at Atlanta Stadium and announced an important agreement with Jon Berentson and
Tom Cousins, Omni Sports Teams.
ATLANTA, GA—The Atlanta Fairmont Hotel
hosted a successful 16th Annual SCTE
meeting with an attenaance of over 500. More

Tuesday Continued Busy
Tuesday opened with Jim Palmer of C-COR

David Large. Avantex, spoke on Measurements & Methods at the first of six technical
sessions.

than 70 exhibitors d.splayed products and
services on the popular "Table Top" format.

two hours fielding questions. Jim Hobson, chief
of the Cable Bureau, was the luncheon
speaker.

The

afternoon

business

session

centered on equal employment opportunity.
New officers of SCTA elected during the
meeting are Grady Ireland of Cox Cable as
president, Fred Kennedy, Jr. of CSRA

Sunday, September 12, started the event
with Tower Club meetings, SCTA board of
Director meetings, a cocktail buffet and
opening of the display area. Nearly half the

Cablevision in North Augusta, SC, as vice-

people registered came to these opening

president and Bill Ryan, Gulf Coast TV in
Naples, FL, as secretary treasurer.

events.
General business sessions started
Monday. Technical sessions were hosted by
Richard Hickman of Cox Cable. SCTE took
responsibility for staging the technicq
programs
coordinated
by Judith
Baer,
executive director of SCTE.

speaking on Reliability and Your Pocketbook.
Bob Powers, senior engineer at the Cable
Bureau of the FCC, spoke at the last technical
session and was kept on his feet for more than

John Thorne, immediate past president of
Bill Hemr77,-iger presents the Morris Dunn
Award to Otto Miller, executive secretary of the
SCTA.

SCTA, John Weeks, associate director, Otto
Miller of SCTA and Judy Williams of Cox Cable
are among the people who helped make this
meeting a success.

Technical Sessions Well Received
Measurements, Methods and Techniques
was the first topic and David Large of Avantek
provided the program material. Large, and all of
the other five speakers during the day and a
half of programming, encouraged discussion
and questions from the audience. Average
attendance at each of the six tech sessions
was forty people. This was the first year that
SCTA had invited such programming and since
it was a success, the Society of Cable
Television Engineers has been invited back to
do it again in 1977.
Jim

Farmer, Scientific Atlanta, covered

using the Demodulator as a Tool. Buzz Van
Hecke of Andrew Corporation addressed
CATV Earth Station Technology. Van Hecke
provided acomparison of costs between small
and large aperture TVRO's, determining the
difference to be somewhere arond $25,000 to
$40,000 depending on supporting electronics.
George Bell of Microdyne talked about Satellite
Receiver Technology and hosted a group
touring terminals set outside the hotel. Andrew
displayed a 4.5 meter dish and AFC hauled
their conical horn antenna to the show.
Monday's luncheon featured NCTA
Chairman Burt Harris as speaker, introduction
of eleven new Tower Club members and
presentation of the Morris Dunn Memorial
Award to Otto Miller, executive secretary of the
30
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PNCCA Convention
SPOKANE, WA—The Pacific Northwest Cable
Communications Association held its annual
convention in Spokane, Washington, Sept. 26-29.
A number of exceptional talks were
delivered on the first ful, day beginning with
"The

Courageous

Angel

Rides

Again"

delivered by Troy Bussey. Stuart Feldstein,
NCTA

general

counsel,

described

the

counsel's
recent activities and fielded
questions on poles, copyright and forfeiture.
The luncheon speaker was Commissioner
Benjamin Hocks, who alternately had the
audience either in stitches or goose-bumps. To
set the record straight, he said that "the FCC
has, in 47 instances since 1972, relaxed the
ruiles." Hooks recounted his concerns: To allow
enough latitude to permit some of what critics
call "blue sky." On the subject of pay, "Cable
must have suf ,icient products, yet protection
against siphoning must be provided." Hooks
ended with his personal pea for operators to
recognize the minorities. He quoted the late
LBJ and ended his speech with astanza from
"America the Beautiful."
Technical

sessions

were

all

held

on

Tuesday with Andy Vallejo, technical vicepresident of PNCCA, opening the first program
on Headend and FCC Specifications. Duane
Staler, engineer with Blonder-Tongue on Using
VIT Signals at the second session and the
program concluded with a technical
roundtable discussion. Panelists included
Delmer Ports, engineer and vice president of
NCTA; Tom Bowles, engineer with King Video;
Gene Fry, engineer with Telecommunications;
and Dell Heller, engineer, Viacom. Discussed
were such topics as CB Interference, Power
Surges, FCC Testing, CARS Microwave -Rule
Changes, Preventative Maintenance and
Choosing Pay Channels and Using Tapping
Devices.
PNCCA elections were held and W. H.
Sexton of Butte, Montana, is the Association's
new president. Don Mackin, president of Idaho
Cable Communications Association, will serve
as management vice-president and Andy
Vallejo of Tacoma, Washington, was reelected
technical vice-president.
PNCCA presented the first annual Harley
Steiner award to Sam Haddock, who pioneered
cable television in Idaho.0

I-500 MHz RF Instruments And Devices For Signal Processing And Measurements
Series A73, 1-500 MHz Directional Couplers for thru
line monitoring, power measurements, load source isolator,
etc.
Models available with 20, 30, or 40 dB min.
directivity 1-500 MHz, or for precision measurements to
50 W cw, or dual versions for simultaneous measurement
of forward and reflected power.

• RF Amplifiers
• RF Analysers
• RF Comparators
• RF Switches

Model A57 Fixed Impedance Bridges available with 40 or
50 dB min directivity (terminated loss-bridge loss) options.
Available with reference port or internally terminated.

• Hybrid Divider/Combiners
• RF Detectors

Model A65 50/75 ohm Impedance Converter, 1-500 MHz,
transformer type, .25 dB max loss .8-500 MHz.

• Impedance Transformers

Send Literature

• Precision Terminations
Name

• Precision DC Block

Phone

Title

• Filters
• Available 50 or 75 Ohms

Have Representative Call

Company

WIDE BAND ENGINEERING COMPANY, INC.
P 0 BOX 21652

•

PHOENIX

ARIZONA 85036

Address
State

City

Phone (602) 254-1570

Zip

II•1

I'd like a subscription to C/e
COMMUNICATIONS."ENGINEERING

d

DIGEST

(The official journal for the Society of Cable
Television Engineers) at the subscription price
of $12 for 12 issues. (Add $3 for Canada and
Mexico: S5 for Foreign.) Make check payable to
TITSCH PUBLISHING. INC.

Please circle one appropriate classification
A CATV System Operators

F Microwave & Telephone Companies

B CATV Contractors &
Consultants

G TV. AM. Broadcasters

C Pay TV

H Educational. TV Stations. Schools and
Libraries

E CATV Component
Manufacturers
Dealers & Distributors

C/Ed 11/76
J Financial Institutions. Brokers, Attorneys & Government Agencies
K Program Producers,
Program Distributors & Advertising
Agencies

I Closed Circuit
TV Users

E BILL ME
,

NAME

El CHECK ENCLOSED
O

COMPANY

Iwant information about
SCTE

send me

an application today ,
ADDRESS

CITY

Colorado residents
STATE

ZIP

add 31
/
7% sales tax.
Domestic first class
add $10.00 per year.

SIGNATURE

First Class
Permit No. 10
Aptos, CA

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States.

Postage will be paid by

Amtron Corporation
P.O. Box 1038
Aptos, CA 95003

Place
Stamp
Here

WideBand Engineering Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 21652
Phoenix, AZ 85036

First Class
Permit No. 4957
Denver, CO

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States.

Postage will be paid by

Titsch Publishing, Inc.
P.O. Box 4305
Denver, CO 80204

—1

Two for the money ... One for the show!
The remarkable Trinitron* system, using an ent 'rely' new single-electron gun instead of the conventional three-gun picture tube.
offers alow-cost color monitor ...or monitor receiver with sharper focus and greater brightnesswithout convergence problems
Two 12-inch rack-mount models are available for broadcast, cable, or closed-circuit installation.
*TM SONY

Professional in every respect, the Amtron AM-I2
fits in 10 1.. inches of I9-inch rack space.
The Amtron TR-12R offers two different rack
mount packages--monitor only and monitorreceiver.

Amtron AM-12

$975

amreo N

RACK-MOUNT COLOR MONITORS

Amtron TR-12R R M

Name
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

$615

critique/letters
Gentlemen:
On page 42 of the Fall issue of
CableVision's Tech Review there is a
"catv off-air interference chart,"
containing two errors. Your chart shows
146-148 MHz as being assigned to space
communications; this segment, along
with 144-146 MHz, is allocated in ITU
Region 2and Region 3exclusively to the
amateur radio service, "hams."
Your chart shows the frequencies
220-225 MHz as being assigned to "Class
ECitizens Radio Service." Actually, these
frequencies are assigned to government
radio location on a primary basis, and to

me. While Iam not aCB user, Ifail to see
how any 1 MHz in the 220 MHz bands
would interfere with TV. Hams have no
problems at 220 MHz with TVI (do they)?
Usage at 220 MHz is practically nil, so
how would you know anyway? And since
when does the ARRL crusade for the
broadcasters?
Last night Ireviewed part 2, the FCC
Allocations and found that below 225
MHz, CV has 250 kHz. In 1974, FCC
records show 273,000 Hams, and
4,129,763 CB'ers. That's 88 Hams per 5
kHz voice channel, and 103,244 CB'ers
per voice channel. And we know CB is

growing like wildfire. Ihave used 1974
CB figures and given CB'ers the 40
channels they will have after January 1st,
so my figures are even less than the real
case.
Since one can only apply rules of
physics, math and electronics to what will
and will not interfere with agiven service,
am at aloss to understand how the ARRL
came to "so vigorously oppose" the Class
E Citizens proposal in your 22e) MHz ham
band. Ithink what we're really seeing is
the age old flap between the hams and the
CB'ers.
Clifford B. Schrock, Technical Editor

amateurs on asecondary basis. There is
a proposal in FCC docket 19759 which
would create a Class E Citizens Radio
Service using 1 MHz within the 220-225
MHz band, but the proposal has been
vigorously opposed by the governments
of Canada and Mexico, by the ARRL, and
by several organizations in the
broadcasting industry. A report of the FCC
Chief Engineer's office indicates that a
great deal of interference to television
could be expected if a Class E Citizens
Radio Service were established on any
frequencies in this region of the spectrum.
Since the correct frequency
allocations are shown in part 2of the FCC
Rules, we are at aloss to understand how
your chart got so far off the track with
respect to these two areas.
Perry F. Williams, W1 UED, Manager,
Membership Services Department, The
American Radio Relay League, Inc.,
Dear Perry,
I received your letter concerning
errors in our off-air interference chart, and
will indeed concede the two errors you
cited. The 2M ham band does extend from
144 to 148 MHz and space-com moves to
150 MHz. The Citizens Class E at 220
MHz was also in error and remains HAM,
220 to 225 MHz. Iused a McGraw-Hill
chart (with permission) to start my chart
and obviously attempted to compress or
expand some areas of the spectrum to
point up the interference of various
services. Many cable operators have
little idea what lies outside their cables. I
hope the chart helped educate both the
cable operators and those off-air users
who received the chart.
The errors, of course, disturbed me
and will be corrected, however, your
comments and the tone of your letter
concerning docket 19759 really disturbed

ight
Jerrold's
resistant

corrosio

truly
vveat her-tntaps provide $-value plus perfor

• Center conductor can puncture serum-vial-type seals up to
25 times—with no degradation of effective sealing
characteristic.
• Umbrella-type cover design with continuously formed
weather gasket keeps out moisture, insures circuit reliability.
um

Proprietary-resin coating adds another level of proven
corrosion protection to chromate-sealed castings.

Specifications include: 5-300 MHz bandwidth; 30 dB tap-to-tap
isolation; 20 dB return loss, input and output;
and maximum 7 amperes continuous current capacity.
Please ask Your Man From Jerrold
to explain all the FFT's features.
advantages and benefits.
Or call/write .

JERROLD ELECTRONICS
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

200 Witmer Road /Horsham, Pa. 19044 /(215) 674-4800
The only total-systems CATV manufacturer.

classifieds

ad index

Help Wanted

Jerry Conn
Associates,
Inc.

TECHNICIANS
We need three techs with 2 or more years
experience in CATV plant maintenance.
Formal electronics training desireable.
Must be able to climb. Reply to: Jackson
County Cable TV, 1600 S. Noland Road,
Independence, MO 64055 (816) 836-8800.

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES

TO THE CABLE INDUSTRY
P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa. 17201

Position Wanted
POSITION WANTED
Executive with 6-1/2 years CATV top
management MSO experience looking for
position within the cable industry. Available
immediately. Salary negotiable. Write Box
CV-1025-1.

Business Directory

FREDERICK G. GRIFFIN, INC.

32

Broadband Engineering
Eagle Comtronics

13
12

General Cable

11

GTE Sylvania/CATV Electric
Components Group
International Microwave
ITT Space Communications

33
19

Microwave Filter

24
14
34
36

Sales representatives for:

Sadelco

10

* Control Technology
*Pyramid
*Pro-Corn
*Phasecom
*Systa-Matics

System Concepts
Tektronix

13
13

Call
or write
for further
information

George R. GtInter
President

Vitek

4

Wavetek

35

Wideband Engineering

31

tir

CABLEVISION
EQUIPMENT CO.
3838 Cavalier Dr.
Garland, Texas 75042
214-272-9367

CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLATIONS
TURNKEY SERVICES

ferguson
communications
corporation

P 0 Drawer 871 • Henderson, Texas 75652

REX FERGUSON
MAC FERGUSON

(214) 854-2405

Buy
MerS
Abilities ,

e

.Ge.e

e‘

e
4S <ie

"I•

For a demonstration
of how we
can help you,
contact:
Bob Hall
V.P. Marketing
801-262-8475
4788 SOUTH STATE STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84107

A SUBSIDIARY OF COM TEL INC. A UTAH CORPORATION

34
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Jerrold
Microdyne

MSI
RMS

Classified deadline: Three weeks prior to cover
date.
For classified information, call 800-525-6370, or
write communications/engineering digest. P.O.
Box 4305 • Denver. CO 80204.

ge

2
8

Midstate Communications

*BestVision
* Telemation
*Multiplier
*Mid-State

Engineers & Planners
Communications, 911 Studies
Alarm Systems, Mobile Radio Systems
Telephone — Cable Television
Industrial Engineering
Monitor and Telemetry Systems
7212 Timberlake Road, Lynchburg, VA
(804) 237-2044

Amtron

A few years back, we introduced
the first Wavetek sweep/signal generator designed specifically for the
CATV industry. That was the Model
1801A— a 1- to 500-MHz instrument
with an optional range of 450 to
950 MHz, 75-ohm calibrated output,
built-in RF detector, and crystalcontrolled birdy-marker system. It
also has asimo-sweep function to
test operating systems with minimum
subscriber interference.
Since then, we've brought out a
few other CATV instruments. Like
the Model 1850/1860—an economical transmitter/receiver combination
for continuous monitoring of CATV
system performance. It features carrier level readings, drop cable compensation and tuned RF trigger

circuit. Frequency range is 5to
350 MHz.
All sweepers offer the unique
Wavetek "tilt:' pilot carrier notch
filter, and five IF markers for processor alignment.
The 1053/1063 Comparison
Test Set provides tilt compensation
on both the loss and gain ports and
is adjustable to correlate "out" connector and cable differences. The
set, complete with sweep and large
screen scope, is less than $2,000.
For sheer economy vs. performance, there's never been anything
like our Model 1051—a 1- to 400-MHz
sweeper with calibrated output,
built-in detector, and Type F connectors; plus acomplete crystalcontrolled birdy-marker system.

Our Model 1901B X-Y Display
Oscilloscope has an easy-to-read
12-inch CRT and comes in both
single and dual-trace versions. It's
ideal for resolution of amplifier,
response cable return loss, or
general sweep testing.
Finally, we have awhole series
of miniature, turret-type attenuators
that operate over wide frequency
ranges.
Now that we've gotten that out of
our system, why not get some of our
equipment into yours. Just write
WAVETEK, P.O. Box 190, Beech
Grove, IN, 46107. Phone
(317) 783-3221 TWX 810-341-3266.

W AVETe

CAT V'S SMALLEST MAJOR NETWORK
Exclusive with RMS, the CA-2500 Matching Transformer network is the only unit designed with a
printed circuit.
1. Not a toy, the printed circuit used in the RMS CA-2500
matching transformer is one of exceptional quality.
2. The printed circuit allows for the exact placement of the
three capacitor, one ferrite network, insuring consistant

4. Initially more expensive than some competitive
units, the RMS CA-2500 is still the most widely
accepted matching transformer in the industry
today.
THIS ITEM IS SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE

electrical performance of each and every unit.
3. The components used in the network are of ahigher
grade than components found in other competitive units.

Oge DIV DIVISEN
ELECTRONICS, INC.

diementée al &Jet tee delirei
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leîeneiies.

Visit Us at
The Western Show,
Booth 2 & 3

RMS ELECTRONICS, INC. 50 ANTIN PL. BRONX, N.Y., 10462/CALL COLLECT (212)892-1000/TELEX*224652- 24 HOUR SERVICE/CABLE ADDRESS"RAMONICS".
CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVES: DEÉK IN SALES CORP.
/ MEXICAN REPRESENTATIVES: TV CABLE DE PROVINCIA S. A., MEXICO CITY' MEXICO,
WORLDWIDE EXPORTS -INCLUDING PUERTO RICO -ROBURN AGENCIES INC./CABLE ADDRESS: "ROBURNAGE"/NEW YORK TELEX* 23574 "ROBR-UR".

RMS Electronics, Inc. 1975

